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Disrupting Memes, Empowering Crypto, and Giving Back!

Launching in 2023, Crypto Bozos Token is poised to
revolutionize the meme space. With a mission to make crypto
accessible to all, CB is here to bring laughter and generosity
together. Built on Binance Smart Chain, CB token offers
lightning-fast 5-second block times and lower gas fees than
Ethereum.

Emerging from the renowned CryptoBozos NFT project of 2022
created by a 10 year old and coder father, Crypto Bozos token
aims to impress the community by conquering the token
meme space while staying true to its commitment of giving
back. After the bearish NFT market, CB token seeks to bring
back the rainbow of positivity. A significant portion of CB
token will continue to be donated, ensuring that doing good is
both fulfilling and fun.

Join Crypto Bozos Token and be part of the movement that
disrupts, empowers, and spreads joy while making a
difference!

INTRODUCTION

Crypto Bozos, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“CRYPTO
BOZOS”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service
of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is
intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or
financial environment. CRYPTO BOZOS is a community-driven project. The CRYPTO BOZOS smart contracts are open-
source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The CRYPTO BOZOS token is strictly a meme
utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of
any kind. CRYPTO BOZOS is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stablecoin, whether global
or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it
an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in CRYPTO BOZOS or acquire or use CRYPTO BOZOS tokens in any way and
with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of CRYPTO BOZOS represents and warrants that such user has
received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading
this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of CRYPTO BOZOS (including the CRYPTO
BOZOS token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or
using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, including CRYPTO BOZOS,
and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with
CRYPTO BOZOS, for any damage suffered, including total loss. Crypto Bozos is built on ETH network with extremely
fast block times and cheaper gas fees. Crypto Bozos is created as a joke and should not be taken seriously and may
result in a 100% total loss.
(Not affiliated with CryptoBozos Token)
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Our roadmap includes the development of
our Bozo wallet, which will enable users to
conveniently track their rewards earned from
reflections, wallet balance, token valuation,
and other key metrics.

01. ABSTRACT

Doing good the fun way.
Crypto Bozos Token came into existence on June 2023 with a grand vision. As a fun
meme project with a purpose, CB Token aims to raise cancer awareness while
introducing crypto adoption to the mainstream.

Birthed from the successful NFT project CryptoBozos, which has already made
charitable donations, CB Token seeks to disrupt the meme space and strives to
contribute a portion of its profits to cancer-related charities and give back to the
NFT and Meme community. By combining humor, innovation, and a noble cause,
Bozo Coin endeavors to make a positive impact while bringing laughter to the
crypto world.

Crypto Bozos Token

Our website will provide a live
swap feature, making us one of the
pioneering meme coins in offering
this functionality.

Our most significant ongoing
endeavor is the CryptoBozos NFT
marketplace, which was launched in
2022. Through this platform, users
will have the opportunity to create,
purchase, and auction their own
NFTs. Furthermore, we enable users
to donate a percentage of their NFT
sales to charities dedicated to raising
cancer awareness.

A merchandise line exclusively for
$CBToken holders will be offered,
allowing them to proudly show their
support for their favorite meme in
the physical world. The proceeds
from these merchandise sales will
contribute to the project's
development and enable us to
make additional donations to
charities.

Crypto Bozos Swap Crypto Bozos Wallet 

Crypto Bozos NFTs Crypto Bozos Swag 
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02. VALUES

www.cryptobozos.com

Crypto Bozos Token have a genuine
and unique concept that resonates
with the community. Through our
authenticity, we establish trust and
credibility among users.

Crypto Bozos Token recognizes the
importance of actively engaging with the
community, fostering a sense of belonging
and inclusivity. We listen to community
feedback, address concerns, and involve
members in decision-making processes.

Open and transparent communication is
essential for a strong meme project. Bozo
Token provides regular updates on project
developments, partnerships, and financial
matters. Transparency builds trust and fosters
a healthy relationship with the community.

To stay relevant and competitive, Crypto
Bozos Token embraces innovation. We will
introduce novel features, functionalities, or
utilities that add value to the project. Being
innovative attracts attention and keeps the
community engaged.

Crypto Bozos Token has a clear long-
term vision and roadmap. It
demonstrates commitment to the
project's growth and sustainability,
inspiring confidence among investors
and community members.

CB Token’s main aim is to raise cancer
awareness in the space, so a portion of
the proceeds will go to charitable
causes. We aim to make a positive
impact beyond the project itself.

CB Token prioritizes security measures to
protect users' funds and personal
information. We employ rigorous auditing,
smart contract security, and employ best
practices to maintain a high level of trust
within the community.

The meme market is highly dynamic and
constantly evolving. Crypto Bozos Token is
adaptable and flexible to navigate changing
trends, technologies, and market conditions.
We mitigate quick adjustment to strategies
and seize opportunities.

AUTHENTICITY

COMMUNITY

TRANSPARENCY

INNOVATION

LONG-TERM VISION

PHILANTHROPY

SECURITY AND TRUST

ADAPTABILITY
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03. CRYPTO BOZOS TOKEN 

Ethereum (ETH) is a pioneering blockchain platform
known for its solidity-based smart contracts and
extensive decentralized finance (DeFi) ecosystem. It
offers reliable and secure transaction processing, driven
by its native token Ether (ETH). Ongoing developments
aim to address scalability and usability challenges,
ensuring Ethereum's continued growth and adoption in
the blockchain space.

For detailed information about the Ethereum network, its statistics, and current
updates, you can visit the official Ethereum website at: https://ethereum.org/

Ethereum stands out with several key advantages. Its decentralized
security ensures trust and reliability for users and developers. With an
extensive developer ecosystem, Ethereum offers abundant resources for
building decentralized applications (dApps). It is compatible with the
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), simplifying development processes.
Ethereum also addresses scalability concerns through various solutions.
Additionally, its inclusive governance model involves community
participation in decision-making.

Avantages

It's important to note that Crypto Bozos Token is not liable
for the actions of the ETH network.
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04. ECOSYSTEM

Crypto Bozos Token is entirely owned
by its lively and engaging community.
We enthusiastically welcome diverse
insights, working together to make CB
Token the leading community in the
crypto world. Our mission is to
promote cancer awareness through a
fun approach and by donating a
portion of our profits to charitable
causes.

The Initial Liquidity tokens are
securely burned and locked.
Additionally, 2% of all
transaction fees are utilized to
enhance liquidity by adding
them to the locked LP pool.

With every transaction made on
the Crypto Bozos Token
network, a 5% fee is allocated
to existing holders. By simply
holding CB token in your wallet,
you automatically earn more of
it through these instant
rewards.

Community-driven

Locked LP

Instant rewards
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05. CRYPTO BOZOS PROTOCOL 

The Bozo Token protocol operates through
three straightforward functions: Reflection, LP
acquisition, and Burn. With each swap, a 5%
fee is imposed on the transaction, which is
divided into  parts.

1%

2%

2%

The first 1% fee is redistributed among all
existing holders, providing them with a
proportional share of the rewards.

2% fee  CB Coin tokens are paired with the aforementioned
BNB. This pair is then added as liquidity on the CB Swap
platform. This fee is instrumental in fueling the progress of the
project.

The remaining 2% is automatically converted into
BNB and sold by the contract to will be used to
continue to market the project and give charitable
donations
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06. ROAD MAP

 

Phase 1 - Building
• relaunching the official
website
• KYC and smart contract audit 
• Achieving a community of
5,000 members on Telegram
• Developing engaging memes
• Introducing it to CryptoBozos
NFT account
• The birth of CB Token!

Phase 2 - Progression
• Getting listed on CoinGecko
• Getting listed on Coin Market
Cap
• Expanding the Telegram
community to 15,000 members
• Reaching 20,000 holders
• Conducting a third-party audit
• Initiating voluntary donations for
community and charity
partnerships

Phase 3 - Getting ready for
flight
• Reaching above 20,000
holders
• Expanding the Telegram
community to 30,000 members
• Conducting Air Drop #2
• Launching an extensive
influencer marketing campaign
• Encouraging the community to
create more memes

Phase 4 - Flight
• Reaching 50,000 holders
• Launching the Bozo Coin
Swap
• Adding a plethora of new
memes
• Redesigning the website
• Introducing the Bozo
Tracker

Phase 5 - To the Moon!
• Reaching 100,000 holders
• Launching the Bozo Coin Swap
• Releasing a new collection of NFTs
and a game associated with Bozo
Coin
• Organizing a giveaway that the
community demands 
• Expanding the presence of memes
across various platforms
• Donating to cancer charities
• Establishing bridges with
additional blockchain networks

Crypto Bozos Coin reserves  the right to edit this white paper anytime.
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07. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Crypto Bozos NFT
Crypto Bozos Token is on the brink of launching and completing
its roadmap. However, even a year prior, the Crypto Bozos NFT
had already been successfully launched, making impactful
donations and achieving significant milestones.

14.7k Twitter followers | 6,681 Discord members | Genesis NFT Collection Sold out,
2nd Collection next soon! |  Donated 25% of the total sales to charity @DKMS_uk 
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Donation Certificate
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More accomplishments to come… 
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08. Tokenomics and Stats

audit of smart contract
 

https://github.com/CFG-
NINJA/audits/blob/cafcec3da7
da540cfeea80616e7794ae7b47
3668/20230610_CFGNINJA_Cr

yptoBozos_CB_Audit.pdf
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Thank you and
stay updated!

@CryptoBozos




